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Loosen the Grip of Cold on Coal.
Transporting coal by rail car has its challenges. One of the toughest is preventing coal
from freezing to the sides of rail cars or into a solid mass in frigid winter weather.

Mining Possibility.
Coal transport can be a dirty

Arclin’s DustCap® Rail Car Side Release offers a safe, simple and cost-effective way

business. Arclin’s DustCap®

to free coal loads from railcars, in temperatures as low as -47 Celsius. Our biomass

Dust Suppression products

product is made from by-products of wood processing, so it’s environmentally friendly

are engineered to reduce

and renewable. And because it’s domestically sourced you get an affordable product

the dust and dirt inherent in

with a reliable supply stream.

the business of mining and
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moving this vital resource.

From suppressing coal dust
Arclin’s DustCap® Rail Car Side Release:

• Prevents coal from freezing to the sides of rail cars or to itself in temperatures
as low as -47 Celsius, depending on application rates
• Sprays for easy cleanup and works with existing equipment without the risk
of corrosion
• Domestically sourced, this biomass product is derived from waste product
from wood processing, making it a less expensive alternative to other
methods of freeze control and providing a greener alternative to other

during rail transport to reducing
dust clouds on haulage roads,
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and in underground mines,
Arclin offers a full suite of

high-performing, cost-effective
solutions.
We’re ready to address your
next challenge.

petroleum-based products
• Is E-Gen®-designated for enhanced environmental performance
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Arclin’s DustCap® family of dust suppression and freeze control products offers cost-effective,
environmentally friendly solutions the challenges of ensuring safe working conditions and reducing
environmental impacts on air and water in mining operations.

The full DustCap® suite:

DustCap®

DustCap® Rail Car Side Release

for Underground
railDustCap®
car side
releaseMining
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DustCap® Railcar Topper
DustCap® for Haulage Roads
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DustCap® Freeze Control and Ground Conditioning

Available in Canada exclusively from
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For inquiries and orders: 800.387.7324

Available in the U.S. from
For inquiries and orders: 877.689.9145
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Product information at www.arclin.com

E-Gen® ›› Sustainability Applied
Arclin applies its proprietary E-Gen™ designation only to its products that are expressly
engineered to meet or exceed existing product performance standards and to reduce
manufacturing and downstream environmental impact.
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